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creating a pcb design workflow for yourself is not easy. the first tool i used to design my first
pcb board back in the 1980s was the autocad i was using at the time, and it worked relatively
well but was difficult to use and did not offer a lot of flexibility (they had yet to release the auto-
sketch function). my old pcb designs are so bad that my dad calls me a ‘pcb slumlord’ and i call
him a ‘retail developer’. anyway, its time to stop complaining and start designing! the simple to
use visual layout tool is far easier and faster than laying out and designing a circuit by hand
with graph paper. you can also load a digital or analog part or schematic and make basic
changes to it before importing to your layout. you can also add symbol layers for schematic
design, and there is a library of manufacturers symbols that can be added to your design.
importing parts from the library is simple too. additionally there is a range of other pre-existing
parts, including footprints, parts bags and arrays for both digital and analog, all of which can be
added to your project. as well as exporting the design (to a dwg file, or sending directly to the
printer as a gerber file), you can have a look at the simulation results to check out the current
design, and the locations of components in your layout. an easy to use drag/drop interface
makes it easy to change component values, move components around, place components next
to each other, view the footprint of your current layout, resize and rotate things. vendor:
abacom platforms: windows the schematic design also has a good visual layout tool, which
helps you to think about the layout of components and the best way to use space. i often find
the visual schematic layout tool is a good replacement for traditional schematic diagramming
software like kicad, and many layout programs like altium and pcb companion. there are many
pre-defined footprints that can be used and dragged onto the schematic with no fuss at all,
allowing you to make things as simple or as complex as you like. you can also add symbols for
your parts (pre-made footprints for example) and import parts from a library if you have one.
the schematic tool also has a range of visual aids to help you understand and design your pcb.
vendor: abacom platforms: windows
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arty-s is a free, open source, 3d pcb layout software for windows, mac os x, and linux. the open
source project is hosted on github and has been developed by the systems team at hpe and

boston university. arty-s 2.5.1 is the latest version and is available for all your operating
systems. you can download the software from the arty-s 2.1 download page. proteus pcb design

is a one-of-a-kind tool created from the ground up that combines ares pcb layout and isis
schematic capture to aid you in the pcb design process. it is a fully capable solution that

includes an integrated shape-based auto-router as well as various other modes to provide an
amazing user experience. when purchasing, you will have to choose from a variety of products
classified into levels, each with its own set of features. for example, the spice simulation and
test functions, schematic capture, router and 3d viewer, pcb design capabilities, and drawing

tools are applicable to the lower-level products such as protos 4.0 and protos 3.0. the advanced
tool allows you to use the highest-level features that have been carefully developed for protos

5.0 and protos 5.1. autodesk has always been at the forefront of collaborative development and
is committed to supporting the growing community of users of linux. the next release of protel
offers an array of new collaborative features designed to make protel more integrated with the
technology and design expertise offered by autodesk products. with protel's protel studio 5.0,
users can now collaborate easily by sharing drawings, designs, and design reviews. protel's

easy-to-use file exchange functionality in protel studio provides new ways to visualize, interact
with, and share files with users of all levels of experience. 5ec8ef588b
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